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ABSTRACT 

Locating suitable resources within a Grid is a computationally 

intensive process, with no guarantee of quality and suitability of 

the discovered resources. An alternative approach is to categorize 

resources based on the services they provide – leading to the 

interaction of peers with common goals to form 

societies/communities. The communities can be adaptive in nature 

and evolve based on changes in their operating environment -- 

such as changes in neighboring communities and user 

requirements.   

1. INTRODUCTION 
Emerging distributed computing paradigms, such as Grid 

Computing, comprise of dynamic and distributed resources/peers. 

A middleware is required which can organize these resources as a 

“Virtual Organizations”. Resource discovery is a time-consuming 

process and imposes an overhead on network access in Grid 

Systems. The numbers of interactions are likely to increase 

exponentially as the numbers of peers grow. Restricting 

interactions between set of peers is a key factor to scale the 

resource discovery problem. This helps us to define two terms, 

Expertise and Interest [4], [5]. Expertise of a peer is the basic 

service provided by that peer and Interest of a peer is the 

service/services provided by other peers which are supportive to 

its main service. A similar problem in Grid Computing is what 

Davis and Smith refer to as the “connection problem” [1], where 

peers need to find other suitable peers to co-operate with, assist, 

or interact with. “Focused Addressing” [2] is one solution to the 

connection problem where requests are sent to particular subset of 

peers, believed to assist the requesting peer.  

2. COMMUNITY FORMATION 
A middleware is required to assist a new peer in the Grid to 

discover the Service Peer which may have interest in its 

capabilities/services. If the interests of a Service Peer are 

different, the new peer is either referred to any suitable Service 

Peer/s, or the new peer queries the middleware to locate 

alternative Service Peer/s with compatible interests. A Service 

Peer and all peers registered with it constitute a community. A 

Service Peer manages all peers within the community and 

communicates with neighboring communities on the behalf of 

member peers. A middleware is essential for the bootstrapping of 

a new peer, as it supports a new peer to discover enough network 

resources to sustain itself. We therefore also foresee the existence 

of common infrastructure services (such as monitoring, directory, 

security/certificate authority, etc) within each community.  

3. TYPE OF COMMUNITIES 
Individual autonomous peers have expertise and interests in 

specific resource/s. Based on these expertise and interests, peers 

are grouped together, but expertise and interests are not the only 

criteria for categorizing peers. Communities/societies can be of 

different types as mentioned below: 

Competing Community: In a Competing Community each peer 

has the same expertise – although some service attributes may 

vary. Similarity in services may develop competition amongst 

member peers, as members compete each other to get selected.  

Co-Operative Community: In Co-Operative communities peers 

provide different services, which must be used alongside services 

of other members. Hence, when any peer is selected, then the 

possibility of selection of another member peer providing utility 

service/s increases. This mutual co-operation is suitable for peers 

which provide simple services. 

Goal Oriented Community: This is collection of peers work 

together to achieve a particular goal. Goal oriented communities 

are important in self-organizing systems, where interactions 

between member peers are not pre-defined, but the services 

required are. In such instances, member peers may interact with 

each other in arbitrary ways to achieve a given end result.  

Ad Hoc Community: In ad hoc communities peers interact 

directly with each other without interference and involvement of a 

Service Peer.  Peers belonging to different communities providing 

supporting services form the basis of an ad hoc community. 

Domain-Oriented Community: Such a community is formed by 

linking together similar-minded organizations and institutions, 

instead of the services they provide, such as academic 

communities, research communities, and open-source 

communities. Hence these communities are domain-oriented 

rather than service-oriented. 

Virtual Community: The Virtual community is a community of 

communities. This effect is achieved by leasing out the member 

Peer to other community for certain time period, before that lease 

period either Service Peer requests to renew the lease of 

corresponding Peer or it can’t use the service of the Peer directly. 
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Sharing Community: In this type of community different 

Communities share their resources with each other; this sharing of 

resources is not restricted to member Peers but includes core and 

optional services. Community A may have QoS monitoring 

module, which it shares with Community B assuming either 

Community B doesn’t have such module or Community A may 

has more advanced monitoring module. 

4. PROTOTYPE and RESULTS 
For simulation purposes the JXTA prototype has been developed 

with option for creating Groups and Peers along with their 

description. This description is used as the one of the membership 

criteria, when any Peer applies for the membership. The 

community is created along with randomly generated External 

Rating and community assigns randomly generated Internal 

Rating to all of its members at the time of membership. Peers 

apply for membership based on high external rating of the 

community. The community grants membership based on overall 

rating of the peer and description of the peer. 

Prototype was evaluated with different set of parameters i.e. 

maximum number of member Peers in a community, maximum 

number of communities joined by single peer etc. Evaluation 

results were quite encouraging, and similar pattern was observed 

by changing the set of parameters. In the beginning of the 

evaluation following four steps were quite frequent: 

• Selection of communities by peers 

• Compatibility checks i.e. rating and description by peers. 

• Request for membership by peers 

• Membership confirmation from the community. 

The preliminary result with different set of constraints is shown 

below in the tabular and graphical form: 

Table 1. Membership Acceptance-Request Ratio 

Membership Acceptance/Request Ratio 
Groups 

Discovered Group Size 

(50) 

Group Size 

(80) 

Group Size 

(100) 

0 - 100 80/100  = 0.8 100/100  = 1.0 100/100  = 1.0 

100 - 200 60/80  = 0.75 76/90  = 0.85 90/100 = 0.9 

200 – 300  30/50  = 0.6 50/75  = 0.66 63/85  = 0.74 

300 - 400 10/25  = 0.4 28/50  = 0.45 28/55  = 0.5 

400 - 500 0/5  = 0 3/18  = 0.16 5/21  = 0.23 
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In the table above the left column ‘Groups Discovered’ compares 

with the ratio of total membership requests and the accepted 

requests. It is obvious from the above table initially peer applies 

for most of discovered communities but this trend decreases when 

more communities are discovered. With the passage of time 

frequency of request for membership decreases and the rate of 

membership granted by communities decreases because either all 

member peers have better rating or their expertise matches the 

interest of community. Once System becomes stable then even 

peers don’t apply for membership or changes group.  

The time required by the environment to achieve stable state 

depends on the constraints set by system i.e. rate of community 

discovery, number of member peers in a single community and 

number of communities joined by single peer. We are confidant 

that organizing resources into different communities will give new 

dimension to Grid Computing. 

5. CONCLUSION AND SUMMARY 
In this paper, we have presented the concept of categorizing peers 

in communities on the basis of their expertise and interests. 

Organizing peers in one form or another makes the discovery of 

resources efficient, whilst minimizing computational overheads. 

Categorizing the peers in communities is simple, open and easy to 

implement, and the initial overhead of developing communities 

pays-off latter at the time of resource discovery. Communities are 

more stable, and stability increases with the passage of time, 

communities have a simple learning time and are more adaptive to 

operate in a dynamic environment. We have proposed the external 

and internal rating for communities and peers respectively which 

may be used to support a given Quality of Service, effective 

participation of autonomous peers and better interaction among 

communities and member peers. A JXTA implementation of a 

prototype system is discussed to describe the salient features of 

our approach. A key theme of this work is to determine how 

communities should be structured to support resource discovery, 

and how particular roles within a community can be used to 

determine interactions between participants within a community, 

and those between participants across community. This work 

extends techniques and results discussed in [3]. 
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Figure 1. Membership Acceptance-Request Ratio vs. Peer 

Group Discovery Rate 



 


